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Reading Guide 

This manual is for existing, new and potential users of F2 Meetings. This manual 

contains a short introduction and general description of the functionality and 

configuration of F2 Meetings.  

Commands (i.e. the buttons you should click on) are shown in Bold. Any reference 

to a field or list is shown with “quotation marks”. 

If the document refers to further documentation, it will be shown in Italics.    

The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described 

functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text indicate where to click in F2. 

An area, framed by a blue line, identifies an area with several functions. 

Enjoy. 
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Introduction to F2 Meeting  

The F2 Meeting module supports the entire process of holding meetings, from 

drawing up the agenda to coordination of material and distribution of minutes.  

Meetings are divided into two categories:  

 Structured meetings.  

 Ad hoc meetings. 

This document will focus on the first category (Structured meetings). This type of 

meeting is used to support the arrangement of classical types of meetings. All 

meetings in F2 Meeting are associated with a ‘meeting forum’, from where access 

control to the meeting is configured.    

Any user, who is associated with a meeting forum, and who has ‘meeting planner’ 

privileges, can create a structured meeting with metadata such as time, 

participants, agenda etc. attached. 

There are four different roles in the F2 Meeting module: 

 Meeting planner: Who is responsible for planning the meeting, including 

ensuring that all relevant meeting material is added to the meeting and is 

available for participants and stakeholders. The meeting planners (can be 

more) determine the order of agenda items. Further, they ensure that 

meeting minutes are added to relevant cases. 

 Case manager: Supplies material to each agenda item. 

 Participant: Meeting participants, including with access to meeting material 

in F2 and on their iPad. 

 Stakeholder: Is a person, who the meeting planner can add to a given 

meeting for information purposes. Stakeholders have the same access to 

meeting material as participants, including synchronisation to their iPad (F2 

Manager), but cannot participate in updating meeting material. 

A user may have more than one role, and one role may be occupied by more than 

one user. A meeting is created by the meeting planner, who selects a meeting 

forum and creates the new meeting connected to the forum.  

Drawing up an agenda is a collaborative process; the case manager can add 

relevant records to be discussed at the meeting. The role of the meeting planner is 

to create the meeting, create the agenda, attach relevant records, and send out the 

agenda and minutes. 

The purpose of this manual is to instruct how to utilise F2 Meetings as well as give 

a description of its functionalities.  
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Structured meetings in F2 Meetings 

Every meeting in F2 Meetings is associated with a meeting forum, chosen by a 

meeting planner. Each meeting forum is created by an administrator. Read more 

about this in the next section.  

Meetings, which are created in F2 Meetings, are called “Structured meetings” in F2 

terminology, and are significantly different from “Ad hoc meetings”. Ad hoc 

meetings are described in the F2 Manager – User manual.  

The F2 structured meeting module supports the creation and planning of meetings 

in the F2 Desktop client, from which several persons can influence the agenda of 

the meeting. Case managers can request the meeting planner to add certain 

records to a meeting forum or a specific meeting.  

It is entirely up to the meeting planner to decide, if the record should be added to a 

meeting and if so, where in the agenda it is to be placed. The meeting planner can 

furthermore add more agenda items. 

When a meeting is created in a meeting forum, a meeting case called “Case related 

to meeting: [Meeting title]” is automatically created. When a meeting planner 

freezes the records on an agenda item, F2 makes copies of the records and its 

annexes, even though the records are originally placed on different cases. These 

copies are automatically attached to the meeting case with the agenda and possibly 

the minutes from the meeting.  

When a meeting has been conducted and is closed (typically after approval of the 

minutes), partial minutes from the meeting is placed in the original case, which the 

records were attached to (the agenda items). Case managers, who need this 

information, can thereby find partial minutes from one or several meetings directly 

in the concerned cases.   

This means that a case manager will not need to search for this information by 

other means, or go through whole minutes from a meeting to find the information, 

relevant for their case.  

 

Figure 1: Case related to meeting: [Name of meeting] 
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Creating a meeting forum  

To create a meeting forum, an administrator clicks on Meeting Forum under the 

tab “Administrator” as shown below. 

 

Figure 2: Creating a meeting forum 

Hereafter, the dialogue shown below opens. This dialogue shows an administration 

overview of the meeting forums. The overview shows all established meeting 

forums. The existing meeting forums can be edited and/or deleted.  

 

Figure 3: Overview of meeting forums 

Clicking on New creates a new meeting forum.  

Administrator tab Meeting forums 
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Figure 4: Configuration of a new meeting forum 

”Title” is the name of the forum, visible to all users connected to the forum. 

”Template” is a list of meeting templates used to make uniform PDF files of both 

agendas and minutes.  

”Security groups” are used, if it is desirable to secure records and documents that 

are added to the forum, meaning that the records and documents may only be 

viewed by users, who are members of the security group.   

“Category” is an extra option for indexing. It can be used to sort meetings in F2 

Manager. 

The ”Planner” is the meeting planner. This can either be a person, a unit or a team. 

Whenever a case manager adds a record to a meeting, the meeting planner is 

added as supplementary case manager on the record. This way, the meeting 

planner gains access to the record and can process the record on the meeting.  
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Overview 

In the navigation line at the bottom of the “Main window”, the user clicks on 

Meetings. This opens an overview of the organization’s meeting forums, which the 

user has access to.  

  

Figure 5: Overview 

When the user clicks on the arrow next to a forum, the list is expanded to a list of 

meetings attached to the individual forum, sorted by year and month.  

Under each forum, all related meetings are listed. A forum will also contain a folder 

named “Completed meetings” containing all closed meetings.    

Ongoing 

meeting 

Meeting forum 

Completed 
meetings 

Records for treatment in the 
meeting forum (0) 

Meetings 
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Creating a meeting 

Creating a new meeting is done by right-clicking the desired forum and then 

selecting New meeting as shown below.  

 

Figure 6: Creating and naming a meeting 

A dialogue opens. In the dialogue, the title of the meeting is stated as shown in the 

example above, Meeting, July 2016. The user then clicks on OK.  

When a meeting is created, a case is automatically attached to the meeting. The 

case is named Case related to meeting: [Meeting title]. This means that in the 

example above, the case will be called Case related to meeting: Meeting, July 2016. 

Configuring meeting metadata 

Once the meeting is created, the meeting window will automatically open. The top 

section of the window is divided into three parts, where the meeting administrator 

can fill in various metadata such as date, time, participants, stakeholders etc. 

This is also where the meeting planner can choose to synchronize the meeting to 

iPad users or the F2 Manager. 

Create a meeting 
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Figure 7: Filling in metadata 

In the navigation ribbon of F2, the user can choose between viewing the meeting, 

the case and the main window.  

 

Figure 8: Navigation between the main window, case and meeting 

By clicking on:  

 Main window, the F2 main window will open.  

 Case, the meeting case will open.  

 Meeting, the meeting window will open.  

For every agenda item created, a record is created named Record related to agenda 

item [agenda item title]. 

Records, relevant to the meeting, can be added up until the final configuration of 

the meeting. Every user with access to the meeting forum can add records to the 

meeting up to this point, including case managers. When a record is added to the 

meeting, it is not attached to the final meeting. It is a proposed record and the 

meeting planner can decide whether or not it is relevant for the meeting. 

The example below shows a meeting planner, who participates in the meeting and 

adds the record to the meeting. 

  

Stakeholders Participants Date, time etc. Save 
Navigation 
Ribbon 
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Adding records to be discussed at meetings 

In figure 9, a case manager wishes to add a record to a meeting.  

A record can be attached to a meeting and a meeting forum in two ways. Either by 

dragging the record to the specific meeting in the main window or by using the 

menu item Add to meeting (0) in the tab “Advanced” in the record window.  

Add record to meeting in the main window 

In the example below, the record which is to be attached to the meeting is found or 

created in “My desktop”. Then, the user changes the screen view to “Meetings” by 

clicking on Meetings in the bottom of the main window. The “result view” from 

before is still displayed.   

 

Figure 9: Adding records to a meeting 

Now, the record or records, which are to be added to the meeting, are selected and 

then dragged to the relevant meeting. When a record is added to a meeting, a 

commentary dialogue opens.  

My desktop 

Meetings 

When switching between Records and Meetings in the 
bottom, the records shown in the result view won’t 
change 
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Figure 10: Add comment to the records, which are added to the meeting or meeting forum 

Here, the case manager can explain the record’s relevance to the meeting.    

The comment will be attached to the record, and will be shown in the meeting 

planner window under “Records not yet added to the agenda”.  

Further to attach a record to a particular meeting, a record can be attached to a 

meeting forum. This is only done by dragging it to a meeting forum. It is then up to 

the meeting planner to decide, whether the record is to be discussed, and if so, 

which meeting the record should be added to. 

This ensures that the meeting planner has a strong basis for deciding, whether the 

record is to be discussed at a meeting and if yes, at which meeting.  

Add record to meeting in the record window 

If the case manager either creates a new record or opens an existing record, the 

case manager can add the record to a meeting by clicking on Add to meeting (0) 

in the tab “Advanced” as shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 11: Add record to meeting 

This opens the following dialogue, where the user then selects which meeting to 

add the record to.  

Add record to meeting 
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Figure 12: Choose which meeting or meeting 
forum the record should be added to 

After choosing a meeting, the user clicks OK and Add to meeting (0) changes to 

Add to meeting (1), indicating that the record is attached to a meeting. 

A record may be attached to multiple meetings, and a mouse-over of the Add to 

meeting button will indicate which meetings the record is already attached to.   

Creating the agenda 

The meeting planner creates the meeting agenda. This is done by right-clicking on 

a meeting agenda and choosing Open. The meeting agenda window will open. 

Click Edit to start creating an agenda. It is possible to add general comments to 

the meeting in the field “General comments to this agenda”.  

 

Figure 13: Create agenda item 

Agenda items can be created in two ways.  

1. Click Add agenda item in the bottom, to the right of the agenda window.  

2. A record may be dragged-and-dropped into the agenda window area. This 

will automatically allocate the record name as the title of the agenda, and 

the record will be attached as an attachment.  

 

Note: An agenda item may be dragged-and-dropped to a specific agenda area, 
in order to ensure the right sequence of the combined agenda items. 

Add agenda 
item 
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Records, which a case manager or meeting participant wishes to be discussed at 

this specific meeting, are listed in the bottom of the meeting window in the list 

“Records not yet added to the agenda”. 

 

Figure 14: Create agenda items: An overview 

 

Figure 15: Create agendas 

Per agenda item, there are a number of configurable fields. 

The agenda items title is stated in the field “Title”. 

Description of 
agenda item 

Enter spokesperson 

Hide/show metadata 

General comments 

Agenda item title 

Records requested 
to be processed 

Comments Type of agenda 
item 

Expand 

Move or copy to 
another meeting 

Status: Outline 

Enter spokesperson Status 

Type of 

agenda 

item 
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By clicking the arrow down in the field “Enter spokesperson”, a meeting participant 

list is shown, and the spokesperson for the agenda item is selected.  

The field “Status” provides three possible options of the status of each agenda 

item:  

1. Status “Outline” is used, when a not finished agenda item must be saved 

as private.  

2. Status “Draft” gives other participants access to change the attached 

documents, which is desirable when a group is collaborating around a 

particular agenda item. Stakeholders do not get this access.  

3. Status “Final” is chosen, when the agenda item is in its final form. After this 

has been chosen, the item cannot be changed.  

When you click save, agenda items are marked as: 

 “Outline” will be marked with a grey open padlock, .  

 “Draft” will be marked with a red open padlock, .   

 “Final” will be marked with a closed padlock, . 

At the far right side on each agenda item, the meeting planner can indicate, 

whether the item is a Decision item or an Information item. 

If the item is a Decision item, meeting participants can vote on the item using F2 

Manager on an iPad before the actual meeting, thus saving time at the actual 

meeting. If e.g. all meeting participants have voted Yes to a given agenda item, no 

more time may be needed. It is not possible to vote on Information items.  

When an agenda is saved, the decision items will be marked with a scales icon  

and information items will be marked with the icon . An agenda item can be 

copied or moved to another meeting by using the   - icon.  

An agenda item can be deleted by clicking the red cross; . Other changes to the 

agenda are cancelled by clicking Cancel, which will bring the agenda back to the 

last version saved.   

It is possible to change the order of the agenda items. This is done either by 

dragging the items, or by right clicking and then choosing to either moving the item 

up or down.  

Annexes can be selected or deselected, which is described in the next section and 

finally, it is possible to open the record from the agenda item.  
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Adding records as annexes to agenda items 

There are two ways to add records to agenda items: With the mouse dragging the 

record to the attachment field on the given agenda item, or by right-clicking on the 

agenda item and choose Add and remove annexes.  

If the records should be added to the agenda items, it is done by the right-clicking 

option; you will have to right-click on the agenda item and choose Add and 

remove annexes. This opens the window shown below. It is then possible to 

choose the records that should be added, and the documents from the record that 

should be attached to a given agenda item.    

 

Figure 16: Select or deselect annexes to agenda item 

If the record is added by means of drag-and-drop, all annexes on the records will 

as default be included. 

If you don’t want the annexes added to the agenda item, you just need to remove 

the check mark. The record is then removed from the list “Records not yet added to 

the agenda”. 

 

Figure 17: Choose to add the records annexes 

The warning mark tells the meeting planner that a meeting participant or 

stakeholder does not have access to the document. This problem can be prevented 

by either copying annexes to the meeting or by changing the access restrictions on 

the record. 

If the checkmark by the annexes is removed, the subsequent updates of the 

annexes will not be reflected in the meeting annexes. This may cause some issues, 

if the annexes aren’t copied to the meeting.  

Warning regarding 

limited access to the 
document for certain 

participants of the 

meeting 

Check box for 

annexes 
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When the agenda item is set as final, the agenda item will be locked  and the 

annex will be marked with a crystal icon , which means that the annex has been 

“frozen” to the meeting as shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 18: Item 1 is locked and the added annexes are "frozen" 

The option to copy the annex to the meeting can be viewed as a mean to ensure 

that the version does not change. When the agenda item is set to “Final”, a copy of 

the record is automatically created and added to the meeting case.  

When using the option Copy to meeting, it has the underlying impact that the 

annex is added to each of the agenda item’s record. This means that the record 

“Record relating to agenda item ‘F2 Touch – Manual UK in progress 50%’ for the 

meeting ‘Meeting March 2016’” in the example now has “F2 Touch – progress 50%” 

is enclosed as annex. The figure below shows the record, indicating that the 

document “F2 Touch – progress 50%” is attached.  

 

Figure 19: Copy annex to agenda item  

When an agenda item has been created, it can be unfolded to give an overview of 

the agenda item. When an agenda item is unfolded by clicking on , the agenda 

item will be shown as in figure 18. Here, you can see the annexes and information 

about these.  

To remove an annex for the agenda item, you deselect the record document and all 

the annexes in the agenda item. You then press Save and the record will be 

removed from the agenda item.  

Locked 

Frozen 
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Show agenda 

When the agenda is finalized, each agenda item is marked as “Final”. If there are 

many items, time may be saved by right-clicking anywhere in the agenda field and 

choosing Set all items to final as shown below.  

 

Figure 19: Short cut for changing the status of more agenda items 

The agenda can now be viewed as a PDF file. This is achieved by clicking on Show 

agenda. This will create a PDF file, based on the template selected when the 

meeting was created.  

Here, you can choose to either include or exclude the annexes in the generated PDF 

file. Show agenda is used to check the agenda before it is distributed to the 

participants.  

 

Figure 20: Show agenda 

It is possible to include the annexes in the agenda PDF file. F2 will automatically 

ask the meeting planner whether this should be done. If Yes, you click on the 

annexes to be included and if No is chosen, the annexes are excluded.  

  

Note: The window needs to be updated before the removed record again will be 
shown in the lists of records not placed on an agenda item.  

Show agenda 
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Publishing the agenda 

The agenda is published by clicking on Create email with agenda. As when 

choosing Show agenda, the meeting planner is asked whether the agenda should 

include the annexes as PDF files. The meeting planner has the options Yes, No or 

Cancel. If the meeting planner chooses Yes, the annexes are included in 

continuation of the agenda. It will still only generate one PDF file. 

Hereafter, the agenda record will open as a mail record with the agenda attached 

as PDF file, and the meeting agenda can be distributed to meeting participants and 

stakeholders already set as To (participants) and Xbc (Stakeholders). 

 

Figure 21: Distributing the agenda 

The newly created record with the agenda is added automatically to the meeting 

case.   
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Meetings on F2 Manager 

The agenda and records are shown in the meeting planner of F2 Manager. The 

meeting planner shows the agenda items, annexes and chats related to specific 

meetings.  

 

Figure 22: The meeting plan 

The agenda is placed in the right side, marked with a padlock icon, which is either 

open  or closed  . A closed padlock means that the agenda and its annexes is 

final and cannot be changed.  

The annexes can also be equipped with a snowflake . This means that the annex 

has been copied to the case and therefore will be less likely to be deleted – you can 

think of this annex as frozen.  

Creating minutes  

Either while the meeting is taking place or when the meeting is done, the minutes 

taker goes into “minutes state” mode by clicking Minutes and Edit. Here, it is 

possible to note any cancellations, write comments to agenda items, as well as to 

create partial minutes per agenda item.  

As shown in the figure below, the minutes are completed and ready to be 

distributed.  
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Figure 23: Creating minutes 

It is possible to change between minutes and agenda by changing between the 

tabs, indicated in the figure above.  

Viewing and distribution of minutes 

As with the agenda, F2 Meeting generates a PDF version of the minutes.  

 

Figure 24: Show minutes and create e-mail with minutes 

If you choose Create e-mail with minutes, an e-mail record with the minutes 

attached is created and with the participants and stakeholders as recipients of the 

e-mail.  

It is also possible to create a new agenda item with the minutes. This can be 

attached to the original meeting or a new meeting, discussion, chat, etc.  

Then, in the meetings case window, accessed in the ribbon menu in the top left 

corner of the meeting window, it will be evident that the minutes-record has been 

added to the case. Here, is an overview of the records placed in the meeting case, 

which corresponds to the agenda items.   

Create email with the minutes 

Show minutes 
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Figure 25: The meeting’s case window 

When the minutes are approved by the participants, the meeting is ready to be 

closed.  

  

Case 
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Closing the meeting 

After finalizing the minutes and assuming agreement from all participants, the 

meeting is ready to be closed in F2. 

Closing a meeting is done by clicking Complete meeting as shown below.  

 

Figure 26: Complete meeting 

To be able to click on Complete meeting, the user needs to have the meeting in 

read mode and all agenda items set to “Final”. After that, it is not possible to 

reopen the meeting. 

Case minutes and partial minutes  

When Complete meeting has been selected, partial minutes are distributed to the 

relevant cases. This means that partial minutes will be attached to the cases, which 

the records discussed at the meeting were originally attached to. 

Partial minutes which are tied to the agenda items with an annex attached, will be 

attached to the original case. E.g. if the meeting planner, meeting participant or 

stakeholder, who ordinarily works with “F2 Touch – Manual UK in progress 50%”, 

which was attached to an agenda item, wants to know of the bill has the support of 

the support of the committee, they can find the partial minutes concerning this in 

the original case.  

This means that case managers will not have to view the entire minutes. This 

makes it easier for the case manager to find relevant information, for example 

decisions on their agenda item. It also ensures that confidential information is not 

unnecessarily shared.   

Complete meeting 
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The whole minutes can be accessed through the meeting case by the meeting 

planner, meeting participants and stakeholders. This is done by activating the 

meeting window and clicking Show minutes or opening the PDF file “Minutes” from 

the minutes distribution. If the minutes have been distributed, it can also be shown 

in the case view of the meeting. 

The figure below shows an example of Dieter Davidsens “My inbox” (Meeting 

planner) shown as cases. The case F2 Desktop (Case no. 2016-14) includes the 

records, which have been generated in connection with the execution of the 

meeting. The minutes are highlighted with the pale yellow colour.  

 

Figure 27: Partial minutes in the original case 

A case manager without access to the entire meeting minutes, can easily access 

partial minutes related to this case. 

In the case allocated to the meeting, both a PDF file with the agenda and a PDF file 

with minutes are allocated. These appear only when they have been distributed. 

When the meeting is closed, it is moved to “Closed meetings” in the folder named 

and organised after which year the meeting was held. 
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